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Objects in Space and Time 
JaeWook Lee   
www.jaewooklee.com  
email: jw7524@gmail.com 
 
Course Description:  
Objects in Space and Time is a vital part of the foundation core for your interdisciplinary studies in art. This course will 
concentrate on the elements in sculpture, architecture, perfermance art, time-based art, and exhibition-making. 
Introduction to material studies, concept developements, and media experimentations will also be part of the schedule. 
The importance of an object with regards to space and time as a visual language as well as a means of thinking and 
imagining (for all disciplines) will be stressed. Students will use a wide range of media, both conventional and 
unconventional. We will examine the work of historical, modernist and contemporary artists.  Students will also be 
expected to expand their mindset of “what is an object in space and time?” and apply skills, knowledge and ideas from 
other studio classes and academic studies to their work. Through group critiques, individual writing and gallery/museum 
visits, students will expand their speaking skills and critical faculties with regards to their own work as well as to artwork 
in general.   
 
Course Goals: 

1. Gain mastery of forms and materials in a range of media.  
2. Develop a conceptual and critical understanding of objects in the context of space and time. 
3. Enhance your understanding of value towards a solid and expressive articulation of forms and space. 
4. Possess the ability to analyze works perceptively, evaluate them critically and articulate/defend your opinions. 
5. Become familiar with art historical and contemporary artists, with their technical and conceptual innovations. 
6. Increase your intentionality and thoughtfulness in choosing your subject, materials and approaches. 
7. Take risks – with your interests, your curiosity, your source material, skills and opinions.  Expand. 
8. Accept experimentation, unpredictability and failure as paths to artistic growth. 
9. Create self-generated aesthetically interesting works that convey personal expression and imagined structures 

and forms. 
 
Grades: 
Students are expected to attend every scheduled class meeting and to participate fully in class discussions. 
Final grade will consist of the following: 
40% attendance and class work; 
40% homework and projects 
20% participation in group critiques and class discussion. 
 
Students are expected to attend each class on time with all required materials and homework assignments.  
More than three absences = fail. 
3 latenesses (15 minutes late or early departure) = 1 absence 
Coming to class unprepared without materials will also impact the grade. Students are responsible for any assignment 
given during your absence. 
 
Homework projects will be assigned every week and will reflect what we explore in class. Don’t just do the assignment 
– make the BEST. In addition, short reading assignments as well as gallery/museum visits will be assigned.  
Please note that the syllabus is subject to change and I WILL make changes as we go along – always check with ME via 
email if you are unclear about the homework assignment or materials needed for the next week’s class. 
 
Journal/Notebook: The maintenance of notebookS/sketchbookS/journalS is essential. NotebookS/sketchbookS trace 
the development of an artist. They are used to collect ideas, record observations and reflections, develop research, note 
questions and comments on readings, slide presentations, class discussions, artist talks and exhibitions. They help 
develop the habit of recording visual and conceptual ideas for stronger artistic growth. They are used on an ongoing 
basis and as an aid for discussing projects with the instructor. The notebookS/sketchbookS are submitted for evaluation 
at mid-term and at the end of the semester. They can be used for other courses or for general personal purposes. 
 
 
Course requirements:   

1. Midterm and final portfolio reviews. 
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2. Students are required to attend each class (see grading policy: attendance). 
3. Students are required to participate actively in class critiques. You should prepare written questions/insights in 

your notebook regarding the homework drawings every week and for scheduled group and individual critiques. 
4. Attendance at all critiques:  If you skip one day of crits I will drop you one full letter grade.  If you are not ready 

the day of the crit, show up anyway. Your participation is needed. 
5. Students are required to check their SVA email during the week for updates and announcements. 
6. An art notebook or class journal and folder, specifically for this class. 
7. Students are required to come to class on time and prepared to work with necessary materials and supplies.  

Any prep work necessary to make work should be completed before class so that class time can be used for 
making work.  Students are expected to use class time to make work, discuss, critique and interact regarding 
their work.   

8. Students are required to visit the galleries and museums and see shows as specified by instructor. 
9. Students are required to complete all homework to present in class on time. 
10. Students are required to save all work for this course and have it available for mid term and final critiques. 

 
 
WEEKLY OUTLINE 
Week 1:  Introduction, haptic and blind  
Week 2:  Inner Images: The Man Who Taught Me How To Make Art In His Dream 
Week 3:  Sensation study 
Week 4:  Art in space  
Week 5:  Art in public space 
Week 6:  Art in time 
Week 7:  Exhibiton making not in space but in time   
Week 8:  Midterm critiques/indivisual reviews 
Week 9:  Perfomace  
Week 10: Perfomance with objects 
Week 11: Becoming Animals: art through non-antrophocentric perspectives 
Week 12: Research based art 
Week 13: Something other than art 
Week 14: Final critiques 
Week 15: Tuesday class meeting, Final critiques. 
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Drawing I    
JaeWook Lee   
www.jaewooklee.com  
email: jw7524@gmail.com 
 
Course Description:  In this course, students will explore drawing’s technical, perceptual and expressive fundamentals.  
This will include rigorous skill development alongside a creative exploration of representation and experimentation.  
Observational drawing will be emphasized, but the conceptual and purely material possibilities of drawing will also be 
engaged.  Students will use a wide range of drawing materials, both conventional and unconventional.   Drawing will be 
pursued as a “thinking with your eyes”  - as an interplay of the retinal and the mental – and as such, we will examine the 
work of historical, modernist and contemporary artists.  Students can expect to produce thoughtful, responsive and 
imaginative drawings.  Through group critiques, individual writing and gallery/museum visits, students will expand their 
speaking skills and critical faculties with regards to their own work as well as to artwork in general.   
 
Course Goals: 

1. Gain mastery of formal elements (line, shape, composition, value, light, proportion, perspective, scale, format). 
2. Develop a conceptual and critical understanding of drawing in pictorial space. 
3. Push and extend the expressive and descriptive potential of your line, and therefore of your work. 
4. Enhance your understanding of value towards a solid and expressive articulation of forms and space. 
5. Possess the ability to analyze works perceptively, evaluate them critically and articulate/defend your opinions. 
6. Become familiar with art historical and contemporary artists, with their technical and conceptual innovations. 
7. Increase your intentionality and thoughtfulness in choosing your subject, materials and approaches. 
8. Take risks – with your interests, your curiosity, your source material, skills and opinions.  Expand. 
9. Accept experimentation, unpredictability and failure as paths to artistic growth. 
10. Learn to regard success as an experience and not as a tangible product or result.   
11. Develop and demonstrate a sense of self-motivation, self-discipline, commitment and professionalism. 

 
Homework projects will be assigned every week and will reflect what we explore in class.   Unless specified, all 
homework assignments are to be drawn from life (from an observed situation) and NOT from a photograph.  In addition, 
don’t just do the assignment – make the BEST drawing you can make, on good clean paper, do not roll or fold but use 
your portfolio to transport.  As the semester progresses and projects become more time-consuming, you will have two 
weeks in which to complete most assignments. In addition, short reading assignments as well as gallery/museum visits 
will be assigned.  
Please note that the syllabus is subject to change and I WILL make changes as we go along – always check with ME via 
email if you are unclear about the homework assignment or materials needed for the next week’s class. 
 
Journal/Notebook AND folder:  Writing - as a process of reflection is an essential part of art-making, and of this class.  
This will be a record of your development.  Use this notebook:  to record, analyze and expand upon your experiences, 
challenges and feedback received. Use it to prepare questions and comments for critiques.  You may write at any point 
during class, to push through frustration and/or to remember inspiration/insight.  Your notebook will also be used for 
taking notes on discussions and homework projects.  ALSO, You MUST have a folder to hold ALL handouts, including 
syllabus and readings, and all of these materials should be brought to each class.  Do not discard or lose handouts. 
Always bring your notebook and folder to class. 
 
Course requirements:   

1. Midterm and final portfolio reviews. 
2. Students are required to attend each class (see grading policy: attendance). 
3. Students are required to participate actively in class critiques. You should prepare written questions/insights in 

your notebook regarding the homework drawings every week and for scheduled group and individual critiques. 
4. Attendance at all critiques:  If you skip one day of crits I will drop you one full letter grade.  If you are not ready 

the day of the crit, show up anyway. Your participation is needed. 
5. Students are required to check their SVA email during the week for updates and announcements. 
6. An art notebook or class journal and folder, specifically for this class. 
7. Students are required to come to class on time and prepared to work with necessary materials and supplies.  

Any prep work necessary to make work should be completed before class so that class time can be used for 
making work.  Students are expected to use class time to make work, discuss, critique and interact regarding 
their work.  They are expected not to use class time to socialize. 
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8. Students are required to use dropcloths as provided – especially for charcoal, ink wash etc. – and to clean up 
their work area and reset the studio furniture according to posted diagram.  Class will end at 5:30 to facilitate 
clean up. 

9. Students are required to visit the galleries and museums and see shows as specified by instructor. 
10. Students are required to complete all homework to present in class on time. 
11. Students are required to save all work for this course and have it available for mid term and final critiques. 

 
 
Materials List (stores: Da Vinci, Utrecht/Blick, NY Central Art Supply (paper department especially) 
 
Two drawing boards with clips – one 24 x 36 for in-class use and one 18 x 24 for homework 
24 x 36 Strathmore vellum drawing paper pad  
18 x 24 Strathmore vellum drawing paper pad  
24 x 36 newsprint pad (to be replaced as needed) 
18 x 24 (approx) cold press watercolor paper (for ink wash) – 2-3 sheets 
18 x24 charcoal paper – 2-3 sheets 
Good pencil paper: purchase a few loose sheets of a heavier weight, smooth or medium smooth surface paper for pencil 
drawing (printmaking paper is great; ask at the paper department) suggested papers: Classico Fabriano smooth hot 
press; Rives BFK France medium smooth; Iana France medium 
Good ink wash paper (instead of watercolor paper listed above): BFK Rives medium, Classico Fabriano rough hot press, 
Murillo Italy medium to rough, Khadi Indian wool paper(heavy texture great for ink wash), Yubo paper 
Glassine paper, as needed to protect your drawings’ surfaces 
 
Two pieces of black cardboard about 8x10 AND two binder clips for viewfinders (will demonstrate in class) 
portfolio large enough for 24 x 36 inch work – store-bought or made from foam core (will demonstrate in class) 
a notebook & a folder with pockets 
 
2b and 3b pencils- 3 of each (blue staedler luma brand best) 
A FULL range of pencils from 6H to 6B 
sharpening blade, pencil sharpener & sandpaper block 
soft charcoal pencils or carbon pencils 
soft vine charcoal  
compressed charcoal 
large black pastel 
black chalk, black conte crayon 
Plastic, vinyl, gum AND kneaded erasers (one of each) 
Sanford Magic Rub Peel-Off Eraser Pencil 
a non-permanent felt tip marker 
an Art Kit box for your supplies 
a box of clear pushpins 
good 1 inch masking tape 
18 inch ruler 
exacto knife and scissors 
a clamp light and bulb (for homework) 
Workable spray fixatif 
 
Bamboo brush and pen/ reed pen  
Number 4, round soft-hair brush, sable or soft nylon 
Number 5, flat bristle or nylon brush 
Number 3, round bristle brush 
A two inch wide cheap brush 
Sumi ink and/or sepia ink 
Ink wells for mixing and storing ink, jars with lids for water, roll of Bounty paper towels 
 
Some unconventional tools to start collecting: 
Soft bread as a charcoal eraser, sponges (twigs, cotton swabs, matchsticks (all for ink) coffee or tea, food coloring, 
iodine, balsa wood stirrers (starbucks), eye droppers, atomizers, spray bottles 
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Threads, strings and needles 
Colorful variety of tape, stickers 
Paper bags, plastics, any other 2D surfaces to draw on 
 
 
WEEKLY OUTLINE 
Week 1:  Introduction.  Presentation and discussion: defining drawing. Dialetic defining. 
Week 2:  Inner image. 
Week 3:  Figuation and Abstraction 
Week 4:  Perception of space. Composition.  Perception of relationships: proportion & perspective. 
Week 5:  Perception of relationships: perspective. 
Week 6:  Cross contour. 
Week 7:  Perception of light & shadow. 
Week 8:  The geometric objects. 
Week 9:  The organic ojbects. 
Week 10:  Ink wash/accident studies. 
Week 11:  Portrait: subtraction/erasure on grey toned paper 
Week 12:  Model drawing 
Week 13:  Foreshortened pose of model. 
Week 14: Final critiques. 
Week 15: Wednesday class meeting.  Final critiques. 
 
 
 
The following syllabus is subject to change. 
Week 1: Introduction to course and to each other.  Review materials & assignments.  Gesture drawing. 

• Define drawing: a physical action – to pull, uncover, coax, extract.  Discuss mark, line, abstract, gesture. 
• Image presentation: Drawing as a tool for objective observation, planning, recording, organizing, mapping.  
• Discussion of drawing basics (where to stand, how to hold tools, range of mark-making etc.) 
• Gesture drawing from the model.  Large-scale expressive drawing, using vine and compressed charcoal. 
• Drawing with the whole body, through a sense of touch; exploring tactility and materiality.    
• Left handed drawing, memory drawing. Take the pose drawing. 
• Explore mark making, vary pressure, speed, length, direction. 

Materials: 24 x 36 pad of newsprint and/or vellum and 24 x 36 drawing board.   Soft pencils, vine charcoal, compressed 
charcoal, conte, extra large black charcoal, pastels & chalk. 
Homework:  #1 Purchase materials.   #2 Respond to questionnaire.   
#3 Reading online: http://www.aboutdrawing.org/notations (see list of artists at right, click on names to open interviews). 
Read two interviews: 1. William Anastasi  2. N.Dash  
#3 Make a series of small drawing based on an idea – conceptual, abstract, material – discovered in class today or from 
reading the interviews assigned above.  Think of this as an experiment, taking a risk & showing me who you can be. 
#5 Write in your journal about all of these experiences, come to class with questions, insights or comments to share. 
 
Week 2: Inner image.  
Investigate the images that are generated in the mind.  

• Demonstrate different pencils, papers as surfaces, sharpening, sandpaper. 
• Drawing what you see, not what you know.  Move away from stored drawing symbols. 
• Drawing through a sense of touch and feeling the object with your eyes, developing eye-hand coordination and 

patience for concentrated, close-up observation.    
• Left handed drawing. 
• Image presentation. 
• Experiment with pressure, ways of holding tools to create a range of line qualities. 

Materials: Eye patch, 2B/3B pencils, sharpening blade & sandpaper, 24x36 vellum drawing pad, 24x36 drawing board.  
Homework: #1: Drawing: Using the inner images, spend 30-45 minutes per day making a drawing for a total of 6 
drawings.  Use beautiful paper, at least 18 x 20.  Set a timer.  Set yourself up properly to sustain this intense session. Set 
up your chosen subject with a single light source.  Clear everything else away, physically and mentally. Have a few 
sharpened 3b/2b pencils nearby.  Try to draw large, hitting all four sides of your paper.  Use your eye patch and focus on 
the first point on the contour of your subject – do not begin until you are convinced that you are touching that point.  You 
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may break for a sip of water, to relax your hand or neck but do not leave the drawing.  If you experience painful 
objections from your left brain/verbal mode, try your best to keep drawing – the protests will fade out and your mind will 
become quiet. Allow this, there is nothing to fear! Your drawing will be a beautiful record of your deep perception.  
Subjects can include:  hands and feet (foreshortened?), bags, pile of shoes, plants, plants in a mirror, any 
organic/irregular object in a mirror…  Try changing your eye level (looking up or down) from day to day, as well as 
different subjects. 
#2 write a bit after each daily drawing.  Consider your reactions to: making these kinds of drawings, to the lack of 
proportion, control, “talent”; to having to look and concentrate so intensely; to your ability to see/feel such nuance as the 
thinness or thickness of a form’s edge, or a disappearing edge; to how connected your eye and hand are; to how much 
more truth, fact and information you are seeing and learning; to trying to alter the pressure and angle of your pencil to 
faithfully register what you see; how quiet and connected were you were and how did that effect your drawing;  how 
does today’s drawing differ from yesterday’s;  what do the drawings “say” to you, and to anyone else who might see 
them. 
 
Week 3: Abstraction 

• Image presentation 
• Our goal is to move away from the goal of a realistic, “nice” image in order to learn the visual and expressive 

abstractions that constitute the language of drawing.   
• We want to confront an understanding of line as a wholly abstract device.   
• Our second goal is to really push the descriptive and expressive potential of your line and for you to develop 

your own, modified version of blind contour – for it to become intuitive, not forced, and integrated into the way 
you observe, organize and translate your subjects.   

• We will work from set ups in the studio or outdoor landscape if it’s good weather. 
• Demonstrate taping sheets of paper to make larger works/building a foam-core portfolio. 

Materials:  Same as previous week. 
Homework: Repeat blind contour exercises, making a 20 minute self-portrait every day USING blind contour only – see 
last week’s homework for explanation. 
Make sure you now have a store-bought or foam-core portfolio in which to transport and protect your work; it must fit 
your 24x36 inch drawings. 
 
Week 4:  Shape and space. 

• Discussion of the picture plane.  Construct a clear, plastic picture plane and viewfinder.  
• Thinking with your eyes, seeing that reality is not fixed.  Jasper Johns. 
• Toning paper to a medium gray with charcoal. 
• Negative spaces: drawing the spaces of a chair, using viewfinder.  Composition, fitting together spaces and 

shapes. 
• Choosing a basic unit to start a drawing and to unlock all the relationships within a composition. 
• Sighting to draw in proportion and in perspective AND still using “blindish” contour approach. 

Materials: Your viewfinder, drawing paper, pencils, charcoals, erasers, sandpaper block, sharpening blade 
Homework: Drawing: Make an 18x24 negative space drawing of an interior space (for example, your dorm room).  Tone 
your paper first, use your viewfinder.  What you choose to be negative space is UP TO YOU and can also be inconsistent 
throughout the drawing.  Focus on compositional strength.  Start with a basic unit, unlock the relationship –proportions, 
angles and alignments – to build a strong drawing. 
 
Week 5: Perception of relationships: focus on perspective.  Class will end at 4:00 for Yom Kippur. 

• Image presentation of western perspective as well as non-western depictions of space. 
• Drawing of a corner, a doorway, a hallway.  (negative space/tone paper) 
• Practice in sighting to find angles and measure proportions. 
• Emphasis on how viewpoint influences meaning and mood, particularly with consideration of the viewer. 

Materials:  Pencils, charcoal, drawing papers, rulers.   
Homework:  Complete your in-class drawing, adding in an invented element that does not exist in the actual space.  
This invented element, however, must be something you draw from observation.  However, its scale, lighting conditions 
and perspective can be (should be) incorrect, incompatible and strange – i.e. does not sit correctly in the space you have 
observed and drawn.  Think of this drawing as a form of collage, where you add in an element that comes from another 
“reality”. 
 
Week 6: Cross contour. 
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• Drawings of organic forms: drapery, hands, cut-fruit. 
• Drawing with only cross contour, no outer contour.   
• Set up using viewfinder, negative space, sighting for proportion, angles, alignments. 

Materials:  An assortment of pencils from 5H to 6B, sharpening blade and sandpaper, drawing paper. 
Homework:  A 24x36 cross contour drawing of a tree branch (done outside, from life not a photo) drapery, hat or other 
organic/irregular subject of your choice. Remember your viewfinder, negative space and composition. 
 
Week 7: Value.   

• Out of focus slide drawing in charcoal.  (tone charcoal paper first) 
• General to specific articulation of value.   
• Demonstrate perfect, even pencil tone for eight-step value scale. 
• Presentation of perceptual constructions for next week’s homework assignment. 

Materials: 24 x 36 Charcoal paper, charcoal sticks and pencils, chamois, erasers, sandpaper, sharpening blade, 
drawing paper. 
Homework:  Make a value scale, fix with spray and place in a protective, transparent sleeve for use alongside your 
projects as a visual aid for value and tone development. 
Bring in white objects: a perfect cube, sphere, cylinder or pyramid (for example: styrofoam samples at art store). 
 
Week 8:  The Geometric Objects  

• All white simple geometric objects.   
• Chiaroscuro. 
• Sustained drawing – concentration, commitment and discipline. 

Materials: Pencils, sharpener, sandpaper, erasers, drawing paper. 
Homework: Make a small perceptual construction.  Do a 9 x 12 inch perfect tone value drawing on good, printmaking 
paper.  Once completed, protect the surface of this drawing with a sheet of glassine. 
Bring in a crisp, clean, white paper bag. 
 
Week 9: The Organic Ojbects 
Materials: Pencils, sharpener, sandpaper, erasers, drawing paper. 
Homework: #1 Complete your in class drawing. 
#2 Prepare work for your midterm critique.  Also, prepare a brief self-evaluation: What are the most important things you 
have learned?  What are your greatest challenges, and what do you intend to do to help yourself? 
 
Week 10:  Ink wash and experimental surfaces and marks.  Ink drawing on plastic.  Wet on wet paper.  Reed pen 
drawings.  Eye dropper drawings.  Dots, splashes, splatters, gouges, sprays, mists, dustings.  Accidents. 
Mid term critiques, 15 minute small group conferences.   
Homework:  Nose drawings. Quick, experimental ones and slow, labored/focused ones. 
 
Week 11: Portrait 

• Charcoal deletion-subtraction-erasure drawing of model, focus on face.  
• Toning paper to mid-grey, developing value along with abstract interpretation of form. 
• Actually drawing the light as well as the absence of it. 
• Drawing in which values are made to carve form into being. 
• Long, sustained drawing – commitment and discipline. 

Materials: Charcoal-weight paper, charcoal, soft chamois, erasers, charcoal pencils, compressed charcoal. 
Presentation of works thematically expressive of psychological interior space and discussion of home portrait. 
Homework: Nose and mouth drawings. 
 
Week 12:  Model drawing 
Presentation of diagrammatic, mapping and system drawings.  Mark Lombardi, Danica Phelps. 
Homework: Go to the library and find/research news events and articles that occurred on the day of your birth.  Invent 
and compose a chain-of-events that link this event(s) and your birth.  Make a drawing that maps this. 
Thanksgiving break. 
 
Week 13: Model drawing 
Homework: Take a photograph.  Make a sculpture based on this photograph.  Make a drawing based on this sculpture. 
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Week 14:  Final reviews and group critique. Two evaluations of other students will be presented for critique: List five 
things that they do well, pointing to specific examples. Identify two concerns that need to be addressed and offer 
suggestions for improvement. 
 
Week 15: Final reviews and group critique.  
Projects over winter break:  
Make two lists: what you DO want in your work and what you DO not want in your work.  Ideas for this list will be helped 
by looking at a lot of images over break.   
Research artists:  I will be giving you a list of artists whose work you are to start looking at and keeping notes in your 
journal. 
 
- WINTER BREAK - 
 
 
 
 
 


